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Microsoft Office Project 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
10 books in 1— your key to success with Microsoft Project!   

   Your one-stop guide to managing your business with the world's #1 project management software   

   Want to save time and money with Microsoft Project? This friendly guide arms you with an arsenal of tools to get productive...
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Master Your Mac: Simple Ways to Tweak, Customize, and Secure OS XNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		OS X is a lot more than just a pretty face. Sure, the basics are easy, but beneath that gorgeous surface lie countless powerful features.

	
		If you want to go beyond the basics, Master Your Mac will take you there. With tips on everything from organizing your workspace to strengthening your computer's security,...
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Software Development on a Leash (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2002

	Software Development on a Leash is designed as a roadmap for experienced developers and architects who are interested in implementing a turbocharged software development process that encourages reuse and innovation. Author David Birmingham's products have been successfully deployed in a variety of venues, including...
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Metaprogramming Elixir: Write Less Code, Get More Done (and Have Fun!)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Write code that writes code with Elixir macros. Macros make metaprogramming possible and define the language itself. In this book, you'll learn how to use macros to extend the language with fast, maintainable code and share functionality in ways you never thought possible. You'll discover how to extend Elixir with your own first-class...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Access 2003 in 24 HoursQue, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to work with and design your own Access databases. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Access 2003 and all its components from the ground up.

Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office...
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Minitab CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	With over 110 practical recipes, this is the ideal book for all statisticians who want to explore the vast capabilities of Minitab to organize data, analyze it, and visualize it with impactful graphs.


	Overview

	
		Gain an in-depth understanding of data formatting in Minitab
	
		Understand the steps...
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Visual C++ 6: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 1998
This book opens with a tour of how to use the sixth version of Microsoft's compiler. The author surveys the compiler's features and tools (including a reference to every available menu option) and discusses the basics of installing it and getting it up and running.
 Next the authors introduce the basics of the C and C++ programming languages....
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Splunk Certified Study Guide: Prepare for the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin CertificationsApress, 2021

	
		
			Make your Splunk certification easier with this exam study guide that covers the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin certifications. This book is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the Splunk User and Power User certifications starting with how to install Splunk, Splunk Processing Language (SPL), field...
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Rust Programming By Example: Enter the world of Rust by building engaging, concurrent, reactive, and robust applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Discover the world of Rust programming through real-world examples

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement various features of Rust to build blazingly fast applications
	
			Learn to build GUI applications using Gtk-rs
	
			Explore the multi-threading aspect of Rust to tackle...
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Learn OpenOffice.org Spreadsheet Macro ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2006
Learn how to extend and customize Calc, the OpenOffice.org spreadsheet, using OOoBasic, OOo's built-in programming language. You don't need to be a developer to create useful and powerful routines and applications. This well structured and practical tutorial will walk you though every step, and inspire you with great ways to save time and increase...
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Programming ArcObjects with VBA: A Task-Oriented Approach, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007
If you're ready to take your knowledge of ArcGIS to the next level, then you need to learn how to work with ArcObjects. But with thousands of objects, properties, and methods, how can you ever hope to sort through the ArcObjects model diagrams?  

The first edition of Chang's Programming ArcObjects with VBA: A Task-Oriented Approach gave...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	This end-to-end deep dive into Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional will help working developers squeeze maximum productivity out of Visual Studio 2010’s extraordinarily rich toolbox, whether they are writing code for the Web, Windows, Silverlight, or Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing environment.

...
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